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The Paris Agreement on climate change and the Minamata 
Convention on Mercury are in the early stages of 
implementation.



Research Question

How do mercury emissions and deposition co-benefits 
of climate policy in China compare to emissions 

reductions achieved by end-of-pipe controls designed 
to meet the requirements of the Minamata Convention?
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Methods - Emission Projections
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*Additional factors applied to CFPP and CFIB emissions to represent air pollution control device technology from Zhang et al. 2016 [3] 
** Artisanal gold mining emissions are not scaled to 2030



Results - Emissions

National Mercury Emissions in China



Results - Emissions
Reduction in Total Emissions for 2030 Policy Cases Compared to BAU



Results - Total Deposition
2030 BAU Total Deposition (Wet Hg(II), HgP + Dry Hg(0), Hg(II), HgP) 

2030 Policy Cases, Percent Difference in Total Deposition Compared to BAU



Conclusions
At the national level in China, climate policy can provide substantial reductions in total 
mercury emissions and deposition comparable to end-of-pipe control policies adherent to 
the Minamata Convention.  Benefits increase with more stringent climate policy. 

Reductions in total mercury emissions occur mostly in the combustion in power generation 
and industry sector (with the exception of the 3% carbon intensity reduction climate policy 
scenario). 

The climate policy emissions reductions translate to substantial reductions in total 
mercury deposition in China in 2030, comparable to the Minamata Convention case.  The 
5% carbon intensity reduction climate policy scenario exhibits similar deposition 
reduction magnitude and spatial pattern compared to the Minamata Convention case. 

The highest levels of mercury deposition reductions are slightly north of the areas with 
highest total deposition and emissions. 
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